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Approximation Theorems for Double Orthogonal Series, I I 
FERENC M~RIcz*.’ 
Let (d,k(s): i, k = 1, 2, .._) be an orthonormal system on a positive measure space 
and let ‘u , ,I) be a sequence of real numbers for which C,:, C; , oiL*(i, k)< 7 
for an appropriate nondecreasing (in i and in k) double sequence {i.c,, k)) 
of positive numbers. Then the sum /(v) of the double orthogonal series 
x:,‘, x.;~ , CZ,~C+~,~(.Y) converges in the sense of f.‘-metric as well as in the sense 
of a.e. pointwise convergence. We study the rate of a.e. approximation to /l-u) 
by the rectangular partial sums .r ,,,, ,(.Y) = C; , z;- , u,~~,~(.x), by the arithmetic 
means ~j,l’,( u) = nz ’ I:- ) .s,,(.x) with respect to m, and by the arithmetic means 
Oj,j,,(.Y) = m ‘n ’ CY-, Ix:; , ,Y,~(.Y) with respect to nz and n. Two special casts of 
our main results read as follows. 
THEOK~M 2’. I/ (*) I.,‘-, C; , u~(i”+kL’f)([loglog(i+3)]1+Lloglog(k+3)]L) 
< x for .Yomc 0 < a. p < I then cJ!J,,( .x) ~ /I Y) = 0, (m ’ + n ‘(1 U.P. a\ 
minim,n) +z 
1. INTRODUCTION: PREVWUS RESUI.TS 
Let [q5,,(x): i, k = 1, 2, . ..) be an orthonormal system (abbreviated ONS) 
on a positive measure space (A’, 9, p). We will consider the double 
orthogonal series 
(1.1) 
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where {alk: i, k = 1, 2, . ..} is a double sequence of real numbers for which 
,J ,g, 4, < co. (1.2) 
By the Riesz-Fischer theorem there exists a function S(x) EL’= 
L*(X, 9, ,u) such that series (1.1) is the Fourier series off(.u) with respect to 
the system {c$,~(s)}. In particular, the rectangular partial sums 
117 ,I 
.~n,,,(,~) = c c U,k drk(-Y) (m, n = 1, 2, . ..) 
i-1 h=l 
converge to,J’(s) in the L2-metric: 
Here and in the sequel the integrals are taken over the entire space A’. 
Denote by CT,,,,,(X) the arithmetic means of the rectangular partial sums 
with respect to m and n: 
and by cr:,P,,(.~) the arithmetic means with respect to only m: 
g!!!(I)=-!& f S,,,(-xl= f 2 (1 -&-!I a,kq5,r(r) (tn, n = 1, 2, . ..). 
,= I ,=I x= I 
Let (i,(m): m = 1, 2, ,..) and {i,(n): n = 1, 2, . 1 be nondecreasing 
sequences of positive numbers, both tending to (xx;. In this paper, we impose 
various conditions on the growth order of magnitude of these sequences. 
For the sake of convenience, here we list these properties (omitting the 
subscript): 
lim sup 
i”(2rn) 
-<< 
l.(m) ’ (1.3) nz * * 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
lim 
sup 
- 42fl7) 
i.(m) 
< 2 
’ 171 + -, 
lim sup - I.( 2m) 171 -. ir. 4m) 
< Jr2 
A( 2m) 
lim inf - 
wc - x i.(m) 
> 1. (1.6) 
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These conditions express that 1(m) essentially behaves like an appropriate 
power of m multiplied by a slowly varying function. For instance, setting 
i.(m) = m”[log(m + 1 )I” conditions ( 1.4) and ( 1.6) are satisfied if 0 < LY < I 
and j is any real number. 
The following two approximation theorems were proved in [4, 
Theorems 3 and 41. 
THEOREM A. [f’ (LI(nz)) satkfies (1.4) {&(m)} satisfie.s (1.3), and 
i, ,Zi, 4 C~Ogk(i+3)1” Clog(k+ l)]* [E,~(i)+~~(k)]<u;, (1.7) 
rhrn 
g!P,,C-y) -.f’(x) = o,{i, ‘(m) + jL2 ‘(n)} U.C. (1.8) 
THEOREM B. Jfhoth {j.,(m); and (i.,(n)} sakfj (1.4) und 
sg, ,$, uillog log(i+ 3)l’ I1 og log(k + 3)]’ [A:(i) + i:(k)] < x, (1.9) 
then 
o,,,,,(.~)~.f‘(.r)=o,(d, ‘(m)+iu2 l(n)] u.e. (1.10) 
Unless it is specified otherwise, in the notation “0,” we mean 
minjnz, n} + cxz (cf. [4, p, 1091). The logarithms are to the base 2. 
The next theorem proved in [S] expresses a strong approximation 
property for double orthogonal series. The notion of strong approximation 
was introduced by Alexits [Z] for single orthogonal series. 
THEOREM C. [f’ both {A,(m)) and {AZ(n)) suti,sfv (1.5) and UMI- 
dition ( 1.9) is ulso satkfied, then 
i 
l,, II 
I 
I,? 
m ‘n ’ ,z, ,&, [.s,,(.u)-,f’(~)]’ =o,(i, ‘(n~)+j-~ ‘(n)i 0.e. 
(1.11) 
2. MAIN RESULTS: APPROXIMATION RY crky,(.~), CJ,,,,,(.X) AND s,,,,,(x) 
In the sequel, we assume that the sequences {j*,(m)} and {Al(n)} satisfy 
one of the conditions (1.3))( I .5). If, in addition, we assume the fulfillment 
of condition ( 1.6), then we can weaken conditions (1.7) and (1.9) and at the 
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same time maintain conclusions ( 1.8) ( 1.10) and ( 1. 1 1 ), respectively. This is 
the main concern of our paper. 
In this manner, we get the improvements of Theorems A, B and C as 
follows. 
THEOREM 1. [f {A,(m)} satisfies (1.4) and (1.6) (Al(n)} satisfies (1.3) 
and (1.6), und 
,g, ,i:, 4iCWk + 1 )I’ CL:(i) + J”:(k)] < a, (2.1) 
then we haue (1.8). 
THEOREM 2. Jf‘both {L,(m)} and {A*(n)} satisfy(l.4) and(1.6), and 
furthermore, 
% cc 
,C, ,YE, 4kll%Wi+ 3)12 [i-:(i) + $(k)] < x (2.2) 
and 
f &[log log(k + 3)]’ [j.?(i) + i;(k)] < m, 
r=l k=l 
(2.3) 
then we have (1.10). 
THEOREM 3. Zf both {A,(m)} and {i,,(n)} satisjj (1.5) and(l.6) and 
conditions (2.2)-(2.3) are also satisfied, then we haz;e ( 1.11). 
3. AUXILIARY RESULTS: APPROXIMATION BY szF.,,(x) AND s~~,~~(x) 
The following two results will be used in the proofs of Theorems l-3, but 
they are interesting in their own right, too. 
THEOREM 4. Under the conditions qf Theorem 1, ive have 
S2P,n(X)-.f(X)=Or{~1’(2P)+~2’(IZ)} ae. (3.1) 
THEOREM 5. Zf {I,(m)} satis$es (1.4) and (1.6), i&(n)) satisfies (1.3) 
and (1.6), and condition (2.3) is satisfied, then 
SZP,24(X) -f(x) = o,j~,‘(W + n,‘cw} a.e. (3.2) 
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Remark. If we interchange the conditions imposed on the sequences 
{i,(m)} and {&(n)} in Th eorem 5, then condition (2.2) (instead of (2.3)) 
implies the fulfillment of relation (3.2). 
Before proving these two theorems, we emphasize the significance of 
condition (1.6). Namely, if a nondecreasing sequence {A(m)} of positive 
numbers satisfies (1.6) then 
fJ ~2(2p)=CC{~2(2m)) for m=O, l,.... (3.3) 
p-0 
The proof of this inequality is a routine, therefore we omit il. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Part 1. First we prove (3.1) in the special case 
where n = 2y with some integer q 3 0. We make use of the decomposition 
Accordingly, we 
Srep 1. If 
iivide Part 1 into three steps. 
(3.5) 
then 
i i a,kfjd,k(,y)=o,{i, ‘(2”)} a.e. as p+ yc. (3.6) 
I-21’+1 k-l 
To see this, by (3.3) and (3.5), 
Applying B. Levi’s theorem gives (3.6) 
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Step 2. Similarly, if 
(3.7) 
i=I k=l 
then 
) a.e. as q + r/;. (3.8) 
Step 3. If 
1 1 rr$E”:(i)log(k+ 1)< X, (3.9) 
,=I k-=1 
then 
~,,~,,(x)=o,iE.,~‘(2”)) a.e. as maxip, q] -+ m. 
(3.10) 
To this end, by (3.3) and (3.9), 
Applying again B. Levi’s theorem yields (3. IO). 
Collecting Steps l-3, via (3.4), we find that if conditions (3.7) and (3.9) 
are satisfied, then we have (3.1) for ?I = 2”: 
SZP, y(x) -.f’(x) = “,{A, ‘(2”) + I., ‘(2”)) a.e. (3.11) 
Clearly, both (3.7) and (3.9) follow from (2.1 ), 
Part 2. Let 2y < n < 2“+ ’ with some q > 0. Then 
S21,.(X)-~2~,2”(X/={~ i - f i }~&j,&). 
,=lk=Z~+.I r=2p+l k=2q+ I 
(3.12) 
Accordingly, we divide Part 2 into two steps. 
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Step 4. If 
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then 
M,(*x) := 2y<f~;L,, / i i U,kd,k(.~) 1 
t=lh=ZU+l 
=o\-jE., ‘(24); a.e. as q + r;o. 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
Indeed, by the Rademacher-Menshov inequality (see, e.g., [ 1, p. 731 or 
[3. Theorem 3]), 
j [MJx)]‘dp(x) < [log 2y+ ‘12 t. Ii’ (i4. 
i-1 k-24+1 
Thus, by (3.13 ), 
f l”Z(2“) !‘ [M,(x)]2 d/L(s) 
y = 0 
= (“(1) i 3(p) f y ui[log 2/k]’ 
Y-0 ,=I h=2ifi 1 
Hence, B. Levi’s theorem implies (3.14). 
Step 5. If 
,c, ,“, uf,;lf(i)[log(k + 1)]2 < “c, (3.15) 
then 
=o,{r,,‘(2”)} a.e. as p + cc, (3.16) 
uniformly in q. 
In fact, again by the Rademacher-Menshov inequality, 
.I Cq&)l’ 44.x) 6 [log 24 + ‘1’ 1 1 u;. 
I -2pi I k-P+, 
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Thus, by (3.3) and (3.15) 
f f WY [ [~&I2 44x1 
p=o y=o 
=0(l) f f AT(2P) E 
2u-1 
c 4kClOEt 2k12 
p=o y=o i=2p+1 k=2y+l 
=0(l) f I”f(2P) 5 f a$[log2k]2 
p = 0 ,=2fl+1 k=2 
=C(l) f f af,[log2k]2 1 ivT(Zp) 
i=2 k=2 p: 2p < I 
=F(l) f f af,[log2k]‘/l:(i)<m. 
z=2 k=2 
Hence, we can conclude (3.16) via B. Levi’s theorem. 
Putting (3.12), (3.14), and (3.16) together yields the following: if (2.1) is 
satisfied, then 
2y<;$&+l lJ2p.n(,~)- S?P,2Y(X)I = 0,{).,‘(2P) + I., ‘(ZY)} a.e. (3.17) 
Combining (3.11) and (3.17) results in (3.1) to be proved. 
Proof qf Theorem 5. It is an easy consequence of Theorem 4. To this 
effect, we introduce new coefficients and functions: 
iii,=(,e$,+,ufk}“2 (r=O, l,...) 
and 
= d,, 24-x) if cl,=O. 
It is not hard to check that {(a,(x): i= 1, 2, . . . . r =O, 1, . ..} is also an ONS, 
and by (2.3), 
fl .to %Ndr + 2)l’ C~f(i) + WV1 
= O(l) f f &[log log 8k]2 [j”;(i) + i;(k)] < a. 
r=, k=, 
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This means that condition (2.1) in Theorem 1 is satisfied. Thus, by (3.1) 
s2,~,,(.~)~.f(.\.)=~I,jA, ‘(2”)+&‘(2Y)) a.e., (3.18) 
where 
/=I h=l 
i.e., (3.18) is equivalent to (3.2) to be proved. 
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1-3 
We will repeat certain parts of the proofs of the corresponding theorems 
in [4, 51, respectively, while making use of Theorems 4 and 5 in the present 
paper to estimate the terms involving s2P, ,,(x) and szP, &). 
Proof’ qf Theorem 1. L,et 2” 6 m < 2/’ ’ ’ with an integer p > 0. Then we 
can write 
Q!X,~) - f‘(-x) = Caf;‘),(“Y) - ~;;.,,(.~,I 
+ c(J;;: ,,(.L.) - .Y2r. ,,(x)l 
+ [.~2r, ,,(x) -.f’(-u)l. (4.1) 
The third term on the right is estimated in Theorem 4. We note that 
condition (1.6) is actually used only in this estimate. 
As for the first and second terms on the right in (4.1) we refer to 14, 
p. 121 and p. 1231, respectively: 
(i) Under condition (3.15) (which is weaker than (2.1)) we have 
CTI~,1(.~)-.S2a,,,(.Y)=0.j~, ‘(2”); a.e. as p + pzz, (4.2) 
and 
2,,<;y2p I I kJ!zJx) - CJ::, .(x)1 = o,{~, ‘WI a.e. as p + co, (4.3) 
uniformly in n, in both cases. 
Now, (4.1), (3.1), (4.2) and (4.3) imply (1.8). 
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Proof of Theorem 2. Let 2” 6 m < 2p+ ’ and 2” 6 n 6 2” + ’ with integers 
p 30 and 430. We consider the following representation: 
= CcJ,,(-~) - om, 24x) - ~P,JX) + (J2r, 24x)1 
+ la,??, 2Y(X) - CZP, *4x)1 + CCJP. ,,(*x) - QXJ, A.~)1 
+ CcJ2P, 2?(x) - S2P, ZY(X)l + ChP,,d+~) -f(x)l. (4.4) 
We have estimated the fifth term on the right in Theorem 5. As for the 
other terms, we refer again to [4]: 
(ii) (see [4, pp. 126-1271): If the conditions 
‘L x 
,c, ,;, QfkClog log(i+ 3,1’J-:(k) < x 
and 
,;, ,;, a;?,[log log(k + 3)]” i”?(i) < zz 
are satisfied, then 
~2r,2y(.~)-.r,p,2U(~~)=~jrlj.~ r(2p)+i.;1(2C’)j a.e. 
(iii) (see 14, p. 1281): Under condition (4.6), we have 
2p<;y2:p+, In,, *u(x) - 02P. dx)l = %W(W~ a.e. asp+ z. 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
uniformly in q. 
(iv) (see [4, p. 1291): Under condition (4.5), we have 
max 
2~01<2~” 
1~~~. J-u) - ozP, Jx)I = o,{ i.F ‘(2’)) a.e. as q + c0, 
uniformly in p. 
(v) (see [4, p. 1303): If conditions (3.5) and (3.7) are satisfied, i.e., if 
then 
,=I k=l 
max max 2P < m < ZP + ’2v < ,, < 2u + 1 I~,,,te~) - onr. dx) - g2p, ,I(.x) + cZr, 2y(x)I 
= oY{min(i; ‘(2”), J., ‘(2y)}} a.e. as max{p, q} -+ ~0. 
Estimates (ii)-(v) and (3.2), via (4.4), clearly imply Theorem 2. 
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Proof of Theorem 3. By the triangle inequality, 
i 
,,I ,I I;‘2 
m ‘n ’ ,;, ,;, IIs,, -.f’(,x)12 
1 
i 
nr n 
6 mm’nm~’ 1 c [Is,,(x) - WY “: 
,=I h-l 1 
i 
,71 ti 
I 
!' + m 'n ',C,,C, b,J.+f(412 
=: 6!;;(x) + s;fJx). 
Accordingly, we accomplish the proof in two parts. 
Part 1 (see [S, Theorem 21). If conditions (IS), (4.5) and (4.6) are 
satisfied. then 
d!:,!(x) = oy{ 2, ‘(m) + iz l(n)) a.e. 
Part 2. The conditions in Theorem 3 clearly imply the fulfillment of 
those in Theorem 2. Thus, we have (1.10). Then by [S, Lemma 11, 
(s!fJx) = o,{i, ‘(m) + iz I(n)} a.e. 
The proof of Theorem 3 is complete. 
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